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Forestry Policy Group Meeting 

22nd April 2021 

14.30 by Webex 

 

Attendance:    

DAFM:  Minister of State Pippa Hackett, C Hayes (Asst Secretary General), S Dunne, P Kelly, F Moore, 

A Maguire, A Cunningham, S Maurus, K Collins, S Hona, C Smith, J Casey, S O’Mahony, S Nutty, C 

Murphy. 

           

Stakeholders:  M McAuley (FII), E McGoff (An Taisce), M Carlin (Coillte), M Boyden (SWAN), D 
Houlihan (AIFC), Pádraic Fogarty (Irish Wildlife Trust), Peter O’Brien (FII), O Duggan (Birdwatch 
Ireland), D Whelan (ITGA), V Nally, (IFA), S Boland (Irish Rural Link), M Conway (FII), T Ryan (None so 
Hardy), J Gowran (Woodlands of Ireland), M Moroney (FCI), B Hyde (EPA), B Murphy (FII), T Canning 
(ACA), P Purser (Pro Silva), N Ni Fhlatharta, (Teagasc), A St Ledger (Environmental Pillar), E Hendrick 
(COFORD), N Sweetman (IFO), K O’Donoghue (FOCS/LTWO), S O’Neill (Stop Climate Chaos Coalition), 
Jenni Roche (NPWS),  
 
  

1. Minister Hackett opened the meeting, welcomed all attendees, and thanked them for their 

attendance and for taking part in the Project Woodland Working Groups.  The Minister gave 

a brief account of some of the work happening outside of Project Woodland and spoke 

about meeting with the Climate Action Regional Offices (CARO) who support local 

authorities in relation to Climate Action.  The Minister referred to the licensing situation and 

pointed out that there has been a 25% increase on the amount of licenses issued this 

quarter than last quarter.  She mentioned that the Department had introduced a new 

system for streamlining the preparation documents for the appropriate assessment process 

and this should increase the rate in which files can be dealt with.  The Minister announced 

that she has appointed an external project management expert to the Project Woodland 

team, Eamon O’Doherty who will join on the 4th May.  The appointment of a Systems 

Analyst, who will undertake the process review, will be announced shortly.  She mentioned 

the Department has proposed to also appoint a Director of Forestry to work with AS Colm 

Hayes, who will be responsible for the forestry brief.  

 

2. SG Gleeson thanked all attendees for their time.  He thanked MOS Hackett for asking him to 

chair  the Project Woodland Board and said they have had 3 meetings so far, one with the 

Chairs of the Working Groups and 2 aside from that.  He thanked the Chairs of the Working 

Groups and his own staff.  He said the global and EU environment in which we operate 

dictates the pathway to future , and that  economic and environmental concerns loom large.  

The things that forestry will do now can support  the public policy objectives  of the EU 

Green Deal, the Common Agriculture & Fisheries Policy.  He acknowledged the fact that 

every work stream within Project Woodland is important but that the most vital objective is 

to fix the licensing system. 
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3. Presentation by Michael Cantwell on WG1 progress - Backlog   

WG1 Project 

Woodland Presentation 22 04 2021.pdf 

MC thanked group members and the department staff.   He stated that the group: 

• Have met on 5 occasions and will meet every week for the next 3 weeks.  

• Agreed Terms of Reference. 

• Agreed that the backlog should contain all the valid files in the system in other 

words files that are in ‘progress with agent’ should be excluded from the number of 

files in the backlog.  This action will make reporting systems more accurate.  

• Identified the need to have the Iforis system reviewed and changed. 

• Have agreed on a breakdown of  licenses and their status in the system e.g. type of 

licence and how long it was with the Department.  Continuing with this as it will 

assist in making recommendations towards KPIs and the dashboard. 

 

The group are having a working session to identify all the bottlenecks,  this will help identify, 

and develop recommendations to address them.  Throughout the group discussions it has 

become obvious that there are interdependencies between the Working Groups, particularly 

the Customer Charter, process stream and the development of new KPIs.  

 

There followed a discussion which clarified role of WG 1 and with agreement that there is 

interaction with the role of WG 4 and that both  groups should  keep in contact. 

 

 

4. Presentation by Michael Layde on WG4 progress – Effective Processes 

WG4 Project 

Woodland Update to FPG 22 04 2021.pdf 
He stated that the group: 

• Have had 2 meeting and plan on meeting fortnightly going forward. 

• Asked the Department to prepare discussion papers on the pre application 

consultation process and in relation to the environment grant.  The Chair is to table 

a draft recommendation to the Project Board setting out the form a pre application 

consultation could take and has received contributions from members.  Pre 

application will have to be on an administrative basis.  Ultimately it may be put on a 

statutory process but that can come in the context of whatever work is done as a 

consequence of the end to end process review. 

• Will discuss the environment grant at next meeting.  Will look at the possibility of 

this merging with the pre application consultation. 

• Is looking at carrying out a business process review from end to end of the system. 
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The Chair hopes to see some form of delivery on pre application consulation even as a pilot 

in quarter 3.  Hope to set more milestones in the next group meeting. 

 

There followed a discussion during  which it was clarified that any prioritisation of files 

would be a matter for WG 1, that the broader agenda of a sustainable approach to forestry 

will be considered under the process and legislative reviews and that the licensing process in 

other Member States can be examined. 

 

5. Presentation by Dr Matthew Crowe on WG2 progress – Shared National Approach 

WG 2 Presentation to 

FPG 220421.pdf  
The objectives of this group are very ambitious.  The group have agreed a set of principles 

which are: 

• Co-creation and collaboration, can use the strategy making process to build the 

working relationships that are going to be needed to collaborate when it comes to 

implementation of the strategy. 

• Practical and achievable targets and compliant with legal requirements.   Use the 

principal of the right tree in the right place for the right reasons and with the right 

management. 

 

Work plan: 

Phase 1 – Project planning nearly completed.  Trying to clarify how the strategic 

environment assessment will work in tandem with the work of the group and how it will all 

fit in with the forestry programme. 

 

Phase 2 – Research and Analys which has also commenced.   

Key deliverable:  

• SWOT & PESTLE analysis have been carried out on the current situation in the 

sector.   

• How to go about doing the co-creation and engagement piece for the work. 

• Developing guiding principles for the design and content of the vision and strategy.  

The strategy should be short and in plain English. 

• Get started on the assessment of suitability and availability of land. 

 

All of these issues will need input from the broader Forestry Policy Group.  The group will 

also be preparing background briefing material for the engagement and co-creation phase.  

For example, scenario planning will be carried out for different possible futures.   

 

Phase 3 – Development of shared vision & draft strategy - no timeframe or detail has been 

worked out, yet.  At the end of the phase the group want to have a shared vision, core 

principles agreed, key public organisations better aligned & co-ordinated and want a 

coalition of stakeholders created. 
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The working group have met 4 times so far with 2 meetings of the full group.  Group  broke 

into 2 sub groups to look at SWOT & PESTEL analysis.  The next group meeting will focus on 

the engagement and co-creation strategy.  The group will meet fortnightly in May.  The 

group are hoping to have regular engagement with the Forestry Policy Group.  Hoping to 

have something on the engagement & co-creation strategy in mid May to go to the broader 

group.  FPG will need to set aside time for strategy work this year and into 2022. 

 

The group need to have more discussion on the shared national approach, who is it being 

shared by?  Also clarity on the ownership of the strategy once completed needs to be 

addressed, who will be responsible for its implementation?   

  

There followed a discussion during which the interaction between the new Forestry 

Programm and the Forestry Strategy timeline was clarified.   There has to be a SEA/AA 

process for both the Forest Strategy and Programme.  For the  last forestry programme, it  

took about 6 months to complete an SEA.  The plan would be to carry out both processes in 

parallel rather than duplicating the process 

 

6. Presentation by Prof Thia Hennessey on WG3 progress – Organisational Development & 

Communications. 

WG 3 Presentation 

for FPG 22 04 2021.pdf 
The objectives of this group are: 

• Conduct a review of the organsation structure. 

• Conduct a Training Needs Analysis. 

• Develop a suite of KPIs. 

• Develop a Forestry Customer Charter. 

 

The group have had two meetings so far and hope to meet fortnightly until June. 

Meeting 1: the group put in place Terms of Reference.  The task of KPIs and Customer 

Charter was discussed and about how it links to WG1 & WG4.  These tasks are dependent on 

how quickly the backlog can be cleared and how effective the new process will be. 

 

Meeting 2: the group reviewed and discussed the Call for Proposals.  Some views that this 

wasn’t the right time to be thinking about promotional campaign when there are so many 

other issues within the sector but other views were that it was important to continue with 

public awareness around the importance of forestry.  Also the Customer Charter was 

discussed in this meeting.  It was noted that the reference to forestry in the Departments 

Farmers Charter was insufficient.  Examples of charters from other countries were looked at.  

The group felt it important that KPIs were reflected in the Charter and to have some targets 

around timelines.  The group agreed to do some research to establish what regulatory or 

legislative powers exist in order to ensure delivery of some of the KPIs and targets.  The 
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group have begun to develop a repository of forestry promotion.  Members of the group 

have provided examples of various promotional campaigns that have taken place and this 

repository can help to inform the groups future discussion on communications strategy.  The 

support of the Communications division within the Department has been sought to help 

advise the group on the development of this strategy. 

 

DAFM  have undertaken to develop a first draft of the Customer Charter which is to be 

modelled on the Scottish Charter and will be reviewed at the next meeting.  A template has 

been developed to commence the organisation mapping and has been sent to the various 

agencies map their areas of responsibilities.  This will identify areas for streamlining and 

current gaps in the organisational remit.  A meeting has been arranged with Jo O’Hara and 

the Chair to get some scope around the Organisational Development.  Later meetings will 

involve more discussion on the KPIs subject to progress from the other groups, draft 

Customer Charter will need to be populated with agreed KPIs and the development of the 

Communications Strategy. 

 

There followed a discussion during which the Agri-Food Strategy was referenced and it was 

agreed that much could be learned from the Strategy and the Group could examine. 

 

Minister Hackett concluded the meeting by thanking everyone for their attendance. 

 

 

END 

 

 


